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and the polyphonic compositions of more
recent musicians can be performed, contributing greatly to the beauty of the sacred
rite. Likewise We know that simpler but
genuinely artistic polyphonic compositions
are often sung even in smaller churches.
The Church favors all these enterprises. As Our predecessor of immortal memory, St. Pius X, says, the
Church "unceasingly encourages and fa vors the progress of the arts, admitting for
religious use all the good and the beautiful
that the mind of man has discovered over
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the course of the centuries, but always
respecting the liturgical laws".
These laws warn that great prudence and care should be used in
this serious matter in order to keep out of
churches polyphonic music which, because
of its heavy and bombastic style, might
obscure the sacred words of the liturgy by
a kind of exaggeration, interfere with the
conduct of the liturgical service or, finally,
lower the skill and competence of the
singers to the disadvantage of sacred worship.
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Prayer Requests

Please pray for the following intentions:
Anonymous: That my father takes Your Son into his heart
B, B, R, & B E.: May God look over John P. and keep him
safe; Help to find a new home for my family where we
can be happy at last, and my husband can keep his
livelihood. For my parents, that all their problems are
dropped for good. For Fran that all her problems are
resolved very soon. For my sister, Mary, and her family.
For my brothers. For my two sons. Help & guidance for
all. Protection from danger always.
Anonymous: Pray for safety of daughter and her family from
the evil in her neighborhood. Pray for the return of my
family and their loved ones to the Catholic faith. Pray
for healing from all addictions especially drugs and
alcohol.
Anonymous: Reconciliation and forgiveness for Vicki and
Stone. Recovery and health for family and friends.
Conversion and lost souls.
Richard W.: That God will find a way for me to get to St.
Monica's in my wheelchair, and that I may get more
deeply involved with this parish as I go through RCIA.
Marie A.: Pray for my increased Faith. And for all the
people that I hold dear to my heart.

Betty M.: Pray for end abortion & for the young
Roseanne A.: Cure of brain tumor
Marshall H.: For Mr. S. R. for the salvation of his soul
Jacquie R.: End of abortion & euthanasia
Charles S.: For the intention of the Holy Father
Eddie F.: Special intentions or what is best, Peace and love
in our entire family
Lawrence T.: For souls in purgatory, in honor of St. Anthony
of Padua
Gustave DeV.: Special intention
Andrew P.: Return of the Latin Tridentine Holy Mass to
every parish
Joseph E.: For the conversion of Bishop M. C.
Dominick Z.: Please pray for Valentino Z. who suffers with
mental illness
Jacquie R.: For my brother’s blood pressure to come down to
normal
Douglas K.: Thanksgiving 50 years married, 80 years age
Darlene W.: Reconciliation with J.
Eddie F.: Special intentions, in thanksgiving
Stephen C.: Health, BVM
John B.: Recovery of August Belmore
Louis: For the Holy Father’s intentions; for my special

M. C.: MMMG Church Community
Ida M.: For all abused children and those in denial
Pierre G.: Good hearing, good health me ntally & physically
for my wife
Hazel C.: Health finances
Philip P.: An increase in faith
Paul T.: Health and recovery of my mother
Eddie F.: Special intentions
Andrew P.: Return of the Latin Tridentine Mass to every
parish
X Repose of soul of Sylvia Zavolta
Barbara R.: Return of the Tridentine Mass
Jacquie R.: Thanksgiving for bro. blood pressure coming
down
Therese B.: Conversion of husband. return of children to the
Church
Arline S.: Rosa Mystica Shrine
James G.: Anne G. - successful chemo treatments
Allen T.: Return to Health body & Soul of Annabelle Tebbe
and Dave Tebbe and family
Anita H.: That my husband will be baptized
Dominick Z.: Please pray for Valentino Zuco for healing of
mental illness
Daniel F.: Health

For all of the intentions of our weekly St. Jude Novena, and all the other
intentions private and public for which prayers have been requested.
To have your prayer request listed here, check the box on the return form on page 14.

